
Do your patients have fragile skin? Blistering? Wounds? Scarring? Nail abnormalities?
It may not be what you think it is. It could be dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (DEB).
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What is DEB?

DEB, a form of epidermolysis bullosa (EB), is a serious genetic blistering disorder. It is caused by mutations in the 
COL7A1 gene, resulting in lack of functional collagen VII driving fragile skin, mucosa, and epithelial linings1

DEB can have serious risks and complications 

DEB patients require proactive management and care due to an increased risk of serious consequences, such as 
aggressive squamous cell carcinoma (SCC), internal complications, and early mortality. An early and accurate DEB 
diagnosis is critical2-7

A DEB diagnosis can be missed or delayed 

Diagnosis of DEB is often based on symptoms alone. This can lead to a missed or delayed DEB diagnosis because of 
symptom overlap across EB types and other non-EB blistering conditions8-10 

Guidelines specify that genetic testing is always recommended for the diagnosis of EB type.9,11

Diagnose DEB with simple genetic testing at NO CHARGE through the Krystal Decode DEBTM program. 

NO-CHARGE Genetic Testing
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Krystal Decode DEBTM provides simple, NO-CHARGE  
genetic testing to eligible patients through GeneDx 

Cost can often be a barrier to genetic testing, but the cost of a missed or delayed diagnosis is too high. 

The Krystal Decode DEBTM genetic test uses a comprehensive panel to identify genes associated with DEB or conditions 
with similar phenotypes to DEB10:

Through Krystal Decode DEBTM by: 

• Phone: 1- 844-5-KRYSTAL

• Email: krystal@genedx.com

• Visit: www.GeneDx.com/Krystal-Decode-DEB

• Collect a blood or buccal sample

• Label samples as directed

• Send sample and completed TRF to GeneDx  
(prepaid shipping label will be in kit)

• TRF and sample do not have to be submitted together

• TRF can also be submitted electronically to krystal@genedx.com

• To avoid delays, ensure TRF is fully completed

* The Krystal Decode DEBTM program was created to provide access to genetic testing for patients who have been diagnosed with or suspected 
of having epidermolysis bullosa (EB) and have not had genetic testing. Krystal Decode DEBTM is open to all US residents, including residents 
of Puerto Rico. Testing is available to eligible patients free of charge. No patients, healthcare professionals, or payers, including government 
payers, are billed for this program. Krystal Biotech does not receive any data that can identify individual patients. Krystal Biotech covers the cost 
of laboratory testing only—excludes office visits, copays, sample collection, and any other related costs. Krystal reserves the right to amend, 
suspend, or terminate this program without notice. 

• Lab will email or fax results to ordering clinician within  
4 weeks of receiving the sample and fully completed TRF
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COL7A1Dystrophic EB (DEB)

EB Simplex (EBS)

Junctional EB (JEB) 

Kindler EB (KEB)

Peeling Skin Syndrome

Palmoplantar Keratoderma

Epidermolytic Ichthyosis and 
Ectodermal Dysplasia-Skin Fragility Syndrome

How Krystal Decode DEBTM* works—4 simple steps

Conditions Genes involved

CD151, DST, EXPH5, KLHL24, KRT5, KRT14, PLEC

COL17A1, ITGA3, ITGA6, ITGB4, LAMA3, LAMB3, LAMC2

FERMT1 (KIND1)

CDSN, CHST8, CSTA, SERPINB8, TGM5

DSG1, DSP, JUP

KRT1, KRT10, PKP1

Patients are eligible if  
they meet all 3 criteria:

Have symptoms  
consistent with EB 

Receive results

Send sample and completed TRF to GeneDx

Collect sample

Order sample collection kit and fill out 
Test Requisition Form (TRF) 

Know it’s DEB with a simple, NO-CHARGE genetic test.
Visit DEBFacts.com/hcp to learn more or call 1-844-5-KRYSTAL.

Have not had previous  
genetic testing for EB

Are residents of the  
United States or Puerto Rico


